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Tools," " Colour-Sense in primitive times and its Development," "The
Origin of Writing," and " The Discovery of Fire"; with an Essay
on " The Primitive Home of the Indo-Europeans " written just before
his death as the first of an intended series of nimilftr dissertations. The
presentation of Geiger's linguistic views, in his own words, to English
readers, is welcome, though it be only in these popular lectures and
not in their more systematic form. The lecture on " Colour-Sense,"
delivered as far back as 1867, has a special interest as giving the
starting-point of so much recent discussion and inquiry. Dr. Asher
deserves thankB for his thought of translating these pieces and for the
performance.

The Philosophy of Art: Being the Second Part of Hegel's AesthetiJe,
in which are unfolded historically the Three Great Fundamental
Phases of the Art-Activity of the World. Translated and accom-
panied with an Introductory Essay giving an Outline of the entire
Aesthetxk. By WM. M. BRYANT. New York: Appleton.
Pp. liv., 194.

The first and second parts of this translation, dealing with Symbolic
and with Classic Art, are rendered from M. Ch. Be'nard's modified
French version, but not without constant reference to the German
original. The third part, on Romantic Art, is taken straight from
the original, M. Be'nard's variations there becoming much more fre-
quent and fundamental The greater portion of the translation
appeared previously in The Journal of Speculative Philosophy; the
Introductory Essay, in The Western. The translator hopes to be able,
in due time, to render the entire work available to English readers.

L'jSdtication des le Bcrceau: Essai de Pddagogie experimental.
Par BERNARD PEREZ. Paris: Genner Bailliere, 1880.
Pp, viiL, 302.

The author here follows up his psychological sketch Les trois
premieres Annies de VEnfant, reviewed in MIND XIL, 546, by applying
his own and all available results first to the question of the Moral
Education of the infant; whence he will proceed shortly to deul, in a
separate work, with the question of Instruction. Moral education
(as well as instruction), he supposes, may begin at least " from the
cradle," if not earlier. It consists in regulating " the innate forces that
impel to action,"—Sensations, Emotions, and Volitions. The moral
education of the Senses; culture of the Intellectual Emotions; rela-
tions of Sensibility and Activity; culture of the Social Emotions;
development of Moral Habits and Moral Sense—are the main topics
of the book. The treatment is thoroughly fresh and concrete. M.
Perez has studied multitudes of children at close quarters, and gives
the actual facts upon which he founds his prescriptions.

La Vie inconsciente de VEsprit. Par EDMOND COLSENET, Ancien
eleve de l'Ecole normale, agr̂ ge1 de philosophic, docteur e's lettres.
Paris : Germer Bailliere, 1880. Pp. 277.

The author does not occupy himself with the Unconscious ae a basis
of metaphysical speculation, but seeks, as a psychologist, to study the
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